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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Thirty-Ninth Day: Sunday, January 21, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 398-117-74-57—29%W, 62%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #6 Rider of the Blue (6th race)—7-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)KING MAURO: Closer is sitting on a big race; needs some early pace  
(#6)COSMIC THUNDER: Takes a significant class drop; third off sidelines 
(#3)PASTA GIOVANNI: 1-for-46 lifetime; class drop is biggest attraction 
(#8)MR. PINOCCHIO: Returns to the claiming ranks; third start off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-3-8 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)LA NENA DE PAPA: Hard-luck filly is improving; 1-turn mile on point 
(#3)APPEALING LALIBELA: Woke up for $12,500; stretch out to 8F suits 
(#2)LIL BAY CORVETTE: Has an 8F heat under her belt; catches soft field 
(#5)DEVUELTA: Best effort to date was in a 1-turn mile race; gets L. Saez 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-2-5 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#4)INDIAN SCOUT: Turf-to-dirt on point; heads down to the basement 
(#7)COTTON COLORS: In the money in five of last six; Walder off the claim 
(#3)MARIO’S REVENGE: Fits on this level; winless in Hallandale Beach 
(#5)FOREVER DI: Speed-favoring strip thwarted chances in last—overlay? 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-3-5 
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RACE FOUR 
(#7)DADDY’S COZY: Vast improvement in turf debut; gets the pocket trip  
(#1)CLEAR N CONVINCING: Been facing tougher foes; will relish the grass 
(#8)PLAYING HOOKY: Game 3rd after setting quick pace in last; tractable?  
(#6)SOUTHERN GREATNESS: Tough beat in turf debut; loves place money 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-1-8-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#5)CARLINO: Never missed the exacta on a “fast” strip; tighter this time  
(#6)ICONIC: Gray is a half-length off perfect on dirt; barn solid off layoffs 
(#7)RIVER EVANGELIST: Jaw-dropping turf debut win; bred to handle dirt 
(#4)ADULATION: Broke maiden off a layoff; should relish two-turns on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-7-4 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#6)RIDER OF THE BLUE: In snug for $20K; love the two-turn stretch out  
(#5)PACO ENSACO: Never off the board on grass; like blinkers “off” move 
(#11)CASH CALL KITTEN: First-timer hooks a soft bunch for $20,000 tag 
(#2)CAPTAIN BOBER: Barn 22% win clip w/ debut maiden claiming types 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-11-2 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#10)GRAN CHAMA: Won last two at GP on dirt by open lengths; 6-1 M.L.  
(#8)MISS VISCONTI: Gets needed class relief; placed in 12-of-24 on GP dirt 
(#9)BEAUTYOFADAY: Blinkers “off” off claim; like the stretch out to 8F 
(#3)FALINA’S SONG: In a bit deep last time; first-or-second in 4-of-7 at GP 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-8-9-3 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#11)RAY’S THE BAR(GB): Has this field over a barrel; holds all the aces  
(#2)FRONT LINE PAIGE: Closer needs early pace assistance; on the drop 
(#12)LIQUID ALOHA: Wide post draw, trip hurt last time; 15-1 on the M.L. 
(#1)DI MAESTRO: Saves ground from 1-hole; aired when last in for $16K 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-2-12-1 
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RACE NINE 
(#6)BLUEGRASS ENVY: Massive class drop hard to ignore; second off shelf  
(#12)NIGHT RYTHM: Improved off the claim; placed in 10-of-15 lifetime 
(#9)D. SHIFFLETT: Placed in 3-of-4 on the weeds at Gulfstream; fires fresh 
(#10)TWAS NERO: Has improved w/ Lasix; double-dip drop on the money 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-12-9-10 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7)ENCHANTING KITTEN: Never missed the exacta on GP course; tighter  
(#10)MAGICAL SKY: Sports solid turf form with blinkers; sitting on a win? 
(#4)LANTIZ: Won three of her last four on turf at Gulfstream; 15-1 on M.L. 
(#8)KRAZY KATHY: Has never run a bad one on turf for Fawkes; fires late 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-10-4-8 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#10)CIRCLE THE BASES: Big drop for Englehart; improvement in cards  
(#11)MOMENTA KAT: He has never been in this cheap; best on “firm” turf 
(#3)MIDNIGHT BUFFET: Sneaky good on debut—shuffled back, stayed on 
(#8)MONTAUK MISS: Wide trip hurt on debut; tighter, fitter this go-around 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-11-3-8 
 
 
 
 
 


